The economical operation of many distributed energy assets relies on effective on-line control, which in turn often requires forecasts to be made. To produce and evaluate forecasts, the error metric by which one measures forecast accuracy must be selected. A new method is presented which customizes a forecast error metric to a given on-line control problem instance, in order to improve the controller's performance. This method is applied to the real-time operation of a battery with the objective of minimizing the peak power drawn by an aggregation of customers over a billing period. In the empirical example considered, customizing the forecast error metric to each problem instance, improved performance by 45% on average, compared to a controller provided with a forecast of the same type, but trained to minimize meansquared-error. Error metric customization is made possible by two newly proposed parametrized error metrics. The proposed method can be applied to any on-line optimization problem which requires a point forecast as an input, and which can be accurately simulated ahead of time. The method is likely to be most effective in applications where forecasting errors are quite high, as in these applications the choice of forecast error metric significantly affects the forecasts which are produced.
Introduction
Increasing the proportion of electrical energy derived from Renewable Energy Sources (RES) is widely accepted as being a laudable goal, be this for energy security, sustainability, or to reduce environmental impacts. RES tend to be non-dispatchable and can only be forecast with limited accuracy, which makes it challenging to rely on them for a large proportion of our electricity supply. To address these challenges researchers are developing methods to find effective means of integrating RES.
The effective integration of non-dispatchable RES will often require on-line control. Due to the uncertainty of electrical demand and RES generation, a first step in achieving this control is typically to produce forecasts. This paper presents a method for generating forecasts which are most useful to a given on-line control problem, in particular forecasts of low-level demand aggregations (equivalent loads of up to 1000 households).
The remainder of the introduction presents and defines key concepts and reviews relevant literature, Section 2 details the methods used and the proposed approach for customizing a forecast error metric to a specific problem. Section 3 presents and discusses the results of applying this approach to an empirical example, and Section 4 draws some conclusions.
This paper makes the following contributions:
1. A method is proposed for customizing a forecast error metric to a particular instance of a control problem (Section 2); 2. Two new parametrized error metrics: Parametrized Forecast Error Metric (PFEM), and Parametrized Earth Mover's Distance (PEMD) are proposed, which allow error metric customization (Section 2.3); 3. The performance of this error metric customization method is demonstrated in the application of producing forecasts for a controller which seeks to operate a local energy storage asset to minimize the peak power drawn by an aggregation of customers over a billing period (Section 3).
Forecasting and Control
The effective control of energy assets often requires an ability to predict future conditions with reasonable accuracy. This is particularly evident in the case of controlling energy storage, where control decisions made now (to charge or discharge) affect what decisions are available to be made in the future.
Forecasting and control are often treated as separate problems. Papers focusing on forecasting typically concentrate on minimizing an arbitrary forecast error metric on some unseen test dataset; and papers focusing on control often assume some forecast of future conditions is available (sometimes with a randomly distributed error), or use a standard forecasting method to produce forecasts for their controller. In the present work the forecasting and control problems are connected, by allowing a forecast error metric to be customized for a particular on-line control problem (see Fig. 1 for a schematic illustration of the approach).
Forecasting Small Aggregations of Demand
The distributed availability of many RES has motivated attempts to exploit them using distributed solutions such as micro-grids, distributed generation, and distributed energy storage. Optimally controlling these distributed assets requires forecasts for small demand aggregations, as presented in this paper, and the generation from small RES. Historically, Short-Term Load Forecasting (STLF) has focused on large aggregations of demand, at the level of entire cities or regions, because electricity supply systems have been based on centralized generation and dispatch. Recent studies, for example those by Sevlian et al. [1] and Mirowski et al. [2] , show that forecasting small demand aggregations is more difficult. The increased difficulty of forecasting small demand aggregations has motivated some researchers to develop new forecasting methods (e.g. [3] ). However, the present work considers the issues associated with traditional forecast error metrics when forecasting small aggregations of demand, and an approach to addressing these.
Forecast Error Metrics
Error metrics measure the accuracy of a forecast, compared to the actual values, and are used as the cost-function (or loss-function) of forecast models. What makes a good error metric depends on the application but generally, in addition to providing some distance measure between forecast and actual values, it should:
• Be readily interpretable;
• Be quick to compute;
• Reflect the net increase in costs resulting from decisions made based on incorrect forecasts.
Many existing error metrics fulfill the first two requirements, but make little attempt at directly addressing the third, and arguably most important, requirement. In many applications it is difficult or impossible to assess how useful a forecast is. For example, a weather forecast has many users who derive different benefits, hence computing a single appropriate error metric based on users' decisions is not practical.
In [4] , Murphy discusses three distinct types of 'goodness' of forecasts. The two which are of relevance here are defined:
• Quality: Correspondence between forecasts and observations,
• Value: Incremental benefits of forecasts to users.
High 'Quality' forecasts are close (according to some error metric) to observations, whereas high 'Value' forecasts are useful to their intended users. In this paper it is argued that by appropriately selecting an error metric to be minimized (by which one measures Quality), forecasts of high Value can be produced. Forecasting for an on-line controller makes this possible; because there is only a single user, and the decisions that user will make based on forecasts is known in advance.
Commonly used error metrics in STLF include Mean Absolute Percentage Error, and Mean Squared Error, their acronyms and definitions are given below:
These metrics evaluate the performance of a forecast based on each interval, t, within a horizon {1, . . . , N } individually, based on the error between the forecast, y t , and actual value, x t . As a result they all suffer from the 'double penalty' effect described by Haben et al. [5] ; where an error metric penalizes a forecast twice for an event which is correctly predicted but displaced along the time-axis.
Another issue affecting the selection of error metric is symmetry; the relative penalty applied for over-forecasts and under-forecasts. MAPE penalizes over-forecasts more severely than under-forecasts. This is illustrated by Kolassa and Martin [6] in the example of rolling a fair sixsided die, where the MAPE-minimizing forecast of the value shown on the face is 2, despite the expected value being 3.5. The asymmetry of MAPE is particularly relevant when forecasting electrical demand, as studies have suggested the economic impact on the Economic Dispatch problem is larger when demand is under-forecast, compared to when it is over-forecast [7] . A further problem with MAPE, relevant when forecasting low-level demand aggregations, is that it is infinite when the actual value is zero (and large when actual values are near zero). To overcome the issues with MAPE and similar measures, Hyndman and Koehler [8] proposed the use of an alternative error metric, Mean Absolute Scaled Error (MASE), which normalizes errors to those of the persistence forecast.
[9] provides a discussion on the importance of appropriate error metric selection, highlighting that "once the metric has been selected the decision as to which forecasting method to select becomes a less difficult problem." A study by Elliott et al. [10] considers the problem of how to optimally combine a number of forecasts under different loss functions, arguing that when a decision maker's loss to forecast errors is asymmetric, forecasts should be combined to produce a corresponding bias in the errors of the combined forecasts. Similarly, Christoffersen and Diebold [11] analytically derive optimal predictors under a restricted class of asymmetric loss functions. These methods are attractive because they provide exact results for optimal forecast combination and predictor derivation for a subclass of error metrics, but they are more limited than the frame-work presented here because they assume a loss function that can be computed one interval at a time, so do not address the double penalty effect.
Forecast Methods
A forecast method refers to both a model type, and a means of training it on (fitting its parameters to) a dataset. There are a large number of forecast methods available. This paper focuses on STLF, and in particular on univariate methods where the only available input is a time-series of previous values. Fig. 1 illustrates how a forecast model is produced from historic data, and then used in an online setting to produce forecasts for a controller. Historic data is first converted into a set of training instances. For a forecast origin at interval t, an instance consists of a set of predictor variables (previous values of demand, i.e. {y t−1 , . . . , y t−n }) and the realized value over the horizon (i.e. {y t , . . . , y t+N }). A data-driven regression model is then fitted to this input-to-output mapping, further details of which are given in Section 2.2.
Much research is dedicated to STLF methods, Hong's dissertation provides a thorough review [12] . Some recent method comparison papers are reviewed here: in [13] Taylor gives a review of six univariate methods for forecasts up to a day ahead and concludes that double-seasonal exponential smoothing performs best, [14] offers a study of various machine learning techniques applied to forecasting hourly residential electrical consumption, and [15] gives a thorough review of the use of Feed-forward Neural Networks (FFNN) for STLF.
A large research effort, including a number of forecasting competitions (e.g. [16] ), has been dedicated to producing the most accurate forecasts, as measured by some error metric. This paper does not propose a new forecasting method, but rather a means for customizing an error metric (which any forecasting method seeks to minimize) to a given problem instance.
On-line Controller Application
There are many types of controller which offer some robustness to forecast errors, this paper considers one of the most basic -Model Predictive Control (MPC). In MPC at each interval an optimization is performed, assuming that the forecast provided has zero error, and actions are selected for the control horizon. Only the first action is implemented, and the optimization is solved again, with updated forecasts, at the next interval. This paper provides a method for customizing a forecast error metric to a given on-line controller, and associated plant, such that when forecasts minimize that error metric they will be of most use to the controller. This feedback is shown schematically in Fig. 1 .
This error metric customization is applied to optimizing the charging and discharging of a local battery in order to minimize the peak power drawn from the grid by an aggregation of customers. An application in which this objective would be useful is minimizing the peak power drawn for a set of customers (or single large customer) who have a tariff component linked to their peak demand over a billing period. Another application is the operation of a Distribution System Operator-owned energy storage asset to prevent (or delay) the need to upgrade network infrastructure which is at risk of exceeding its capacity during peak loading events. The specifics of the control problem and its formulation are given in Section 2. This problem has been addressed by Rowe et al. in two recent papers, [17, 18] ; wherein they consider the performance of various control methods for operating a storage device for peak reduction.
Method
The method implemented is outlined in Fig. 1 . A forecast model is trained on historic demand data for a set of customers. This forecast model is then used in an on-line setting (provided with previous values of demand) to produce forecasts which are presented to the MPC. The MPC then attempts to optimally control the plant; the control variables are the amount of energy to be sent to (withdrawn from) the battery at each interval in the horizon. For the newly proposed parametrized error metrics an additional step is necessary (see Table 1 ), a forecast model is produced for each set of parameter values considered, and the performance of the controller provided with forecasts from that model on the 'parameter selection' dataset is used to decide which forecast model to use on the unseen 'test' dataset.
Data
The demand data for this study are from the Irish Social Science Data Archive, [19] . It includes the energy consumed in each half-hour interval from the smart-meters of 
Forecast Model Selection and Training
Two types of forecast model are considered: A Seasonal Auto-Regressive Moving Average (SARMA) model and a FFNN model. FFNN and SARMA are common STLF methods, included in seven and four (respectively) of the eight papers referenced which discuss forecasting methods ( [1, 2, 7, 8, 13, 14, 15, 16] ). These models allow flexibility in the selection of an error metric to be minimized. The models are outlined only briefly as they are entirely standard.
For FFNN and SARMA models parameter selection is achieved by minimizing the error metric under consideration on a training dataset, and model selection (the number of hidden nodes in the FFNN and the order of the SARMA model) is achieved by assessing the performance of the trained models on unseen validation data. Model selection is carried out only once, so that the same order of model is used for all aggregations of demand, but parameter selection is carried out for each aggregation.
A restricted class of SARMA models with zero Moving Average (MA) component is considered (as per Sevlian et al. [1] ); giving a model for forecast, y t as:
Where x t are previous demand values 1 , p is the AutoRegressive (AR) order of the model, θ k , ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , p} are the AR coefficients, s is the number of intervals within a season (here 48 to represent a 24-hour day with halfhourly data), P is the seasonal AR order of the model, and φ k , ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , P } are the seasonal AR coefficients. The accuracy of trained SARMA models of different orders was evaluated on an unseen validation dataset; and based on this 3 rd order AR, and 1 st order seasonal AR (SARMA(3, 0) × (1, 0) 48 ) was chosen. Parameters {θ k , φ k } are selected to minimize the error metric under consideration on the training dataset, for each demand aggregation.
The FFNN model is a single-hidden-layer network with a hyperbolic tangent activation function from input to hidden layer, and a linear (identity) activation function from the hidden layer to the output, as is commonly used in applying FFNN to regression problems. This was implemented using the MATLAB Neural-Net toolbox. However, to train (update the weights and biases of) the FFNN using custom loss functions it was necessary to modify the parts of the toolbox used in the loss and gradient calculations. The neural network inputs are taken as the actual demand from the 48 intervals leading up to the forecast origin < x t−48 , x t−47 , . . . , x t−1 >. The output is forecast demand for the current interval and for the following 47 intervals < y t , y t+1 , . . . , y t+47 >.
A grid-search was performed to determine the number of nodes in the hidden layer, and the length of historic data used to train the FFNN: this determined that 50 hidden nodes, and 200-days of training data produced the best validation results, over a range of aggregation levels. Significantly more data is required to train the FFNN compared to the SARMA model because of the larger number of parameters. Even with 200-days of training data the model is highly parametrized. With 200-days×48-intervals, there are 9600 training examples, and with 48-inputs×50-hidden×48-output nodes there are 4898 parameters in the weight matrices and bias vectors, resulting in a significant risk of over-fitting. To prevent this, the training data was divided into training and validation sets, and training was halted once the validation error increased more than six times in a row without a reduction.
Back-propagation training of a FFNN normally requires the loss function to be differentiable with respect to the network outputs, but the new forecast error metrics considered here (described in Section 2.3) are not differentiable. To overcome this difficulty the gradients of the error metric are computed numerically 2 ; and errors are then fed back through the network using a conventional back-propagation process. This offers complete flexibility in the selection of a forecast error metric, but results in slower FFNN training.
A Naive daily Periodic (NP) forecast is also considered which assumes the demand in any interval is equal to the demand 24-hours (here 48 intervals) ago.
Error Metrics
Two potential issues with conventional forecast error metrics have already been discussed: symmetry (the relative penalty applied to over-forecasts and under-forecasts); and the 'double penalty effect' which is inherent to all single-interval error metrics. Two new parametrized error metrics are presented, which are evaluated over the whole forecast horizon; the Parametrized Earth Mover's Distance (PEMD), and the Parametrized Forecast Error Metric (PFEM). The parametrization of these metrics allows them to be customized to a given on-line control problem, by appropriate selection of the parameters.
Parametrized Earth Mover's Distance
Earth Mover's Distance (EMD) has been used to measure the distance between probability distributions, and for image comparison [20] . EMD's name comes from the analogy of the least cost way of converting one mound of earth (here energy) into another, assuming that there is a cost for each unit of earth which is flowed (moved) from one location on the ground (interval in the horizon) to another.
In the context of forecasting, EMD computes the total cost of a minimum-cost set of flows which convert the forecast into the actual values. An illustrative example with a four-interval horizon is shown in Fig. 2 , where all non-zero flows have been labeled. The cost of flows, from one interval to another, is given in the ground distance matrix; an N × N matrix (where N is the number of intervals), whose ij th element gives the cost of moving a unit of energy from interval i (in the forecast), to interval j (in the actual).
When comparing forecast demand to actual values, there is no guarantee that the integrals over the horizon match; so it is necessary to extend the EMD to allow energy to be created or destroyed at some cost. A Parametrized EMD (PEMD) is proposed; if f ij is the flow of energy from interval i to interval j, then the cost associated with it is:
An artificial interval, N + 1, is used for cases when energy needs to be created or destroyed. The total cost of flows is minimized subject to constraints which ensure the flows convert the forecast into the actual values, the implementation of this optimization is as per Pele and Werman [21] . In (4) the cost of moving a unit of energy to an interval, from the following interval, is 1 (an arbitrary factor setting the overall scale of the metric). The error metric parameters can then be described as: a the cost of adding a unit of energy to any interval; b the cost of removing a unit of energy from any interval, relative to a; c the cost of moving a unit of energy to an interval, from the previous interval;
d a threshold limiting the maximum value of elements of the ground distance matrix.
The following observations can be made on the interpretation of these parameters: if a > 1, then the cost of adding energy at any interval is greater than that of moving it from the following interval; if b < 1 over-forecasts are penalized less severely than under-forecasts; if c < 1 then moving forecast energy to later intervals is less costly than moving it to earlier intervals (this seems appropriate as MPC can re-optimize for future events, but not for past ones).
Parametrized Forecast Error Metric
A second error metric has been developed by the authors and attempts to capture some of the characteristics of discrepancy between forecast and actual demands which are likely to be of importance to forecasts produced for a MPC. This is termed the Parametrized Forecast Error Metric (PFEM), and it has the following parameters:
α The cost of under-forecasts relative to over-forecasts; β Error exponent, i.e. the relative importance of large errors compared to small ones;
γ The ratio of the cost of errors in the first interval compared to the final interval (with linear scaling in between);
δ The allowable permutation radius in finding a minimum cost value.
The forecast error metric is then computed for an Nstep horizon as:
Where e t = x t − y t is the error in the t-th interval, e is a vector of errors over the horizon, the [ ] + operator takes the positive component (i.e. [x] + = max(0, x), similarly [x] − = max(0, −x)). w t are the weights applied to each interval in the horizon as defined in (6) , where the first factor ensures the weights sum to N . The minimization over the permutation radius, δ, computes the error metric at all permutations of the forecast, in which each y t is moved at most δ intervals earlier or later, and selects the minimum value. δ is equivalent to the 'adjustment limit' described in [5] . With the parameters (α = 1, β = 2, γ = 1, δ = 0) PFEM becomes the root-mean-squared-error. Note that the proposed error metrics are not symmetric, for example PFEM(e) = PFEM(−e), therefore, they are not mathematically true distance metrics.
These error metrics were formulated to have parameters which should allow them to be customized to a wide range of control problems. For example, problems which suffer disproportionately as a result of under-forecasts should have α > 1, and problems in which large errors dominate over smaller ones should have β > 1, and so on. However, referring to the desirable features of error metrics discussed in Section 1.3 they take longer to compute, and are less interpretable than conventional error metrics. There is a trade-off between simplicity and performance, but in applications where forecasts are being produced for use by a controller (rather than a person) interpretability is not as critical.
Model Predictive Controller
The control problem considered is that of operating (charging and discharging) a battery with the objective of minimizing the peak power drawn over a billing period by a set of customers. This is shown schematically in Fig.  3 . The problem is solved using MPC, in each interval the following linear program is solved:
Minimize: E
Subject to:
Where:
E is the amount by which the peak power over the horizon exceeds the running peak of the current billing period. Power is measured in units of energy consumed over a single interval [kWh];
c t is the energy to send to the battery during interval tthe decision variables [kWh] ;
N is the number of intervals in the forecast and planning horizon, for this instance N = 48; B is the use-able energy capacity of the battery [kWh] . (7) ensures that the controller's objective (minimizing the peak power drawn from the grid) is optimized; (8) and (9) ensure that the upper and lower state-of-charge constraints of the battery are not violated in any interval, respectively; (10) ensures that E is appropriately set as the amount the peak demand during the horizon is expected to exceed the running peak so far in the billing period (assuming all control actions are implemented and forecasts are correct); (11) ensures the energy exchanged with the battery in an interval is within the battery's rate-of-charge constraints. Note that as formulated E is allowed to be negative, i.e. solutions which offer some margin from setting a new peak demand are favored.
This optimization outputs the optimal charging energies for the battery, c t , over the next t ∈ {1, . . . , N } periods assuming that the forecasts, y t have zero error. The MPC only implements the first of these decisions c 1 , and the optimization is re-run at the next interval, with a new forecast. The optimization is solved for a 24-hour horizon at a time, but the billing period (over which the peak power, E bill , is determined) is 7-days. Before the next horizon is solved, the running peak demand, E bill , is updated as required (i.e. increased if grid import during the implemented interval exceeds E bill , and reset if a billing cycle is over).
Set-point-based recourse of the optimal charging decision, c 1 , is also considered. If the actual demand during the current interval is such that implementing c 1 would create a new grid-demand peak, in excess of the peak which the MPC optimization expects over its horizon (E bill + E), then c 1 is adjusted to prevent this. More formally, the implemented charging decision during the current interval is:
, where d 1 is the actual demand during the current time-period, andĉ 1 is then subjected to the batteries rate and state of charge constraints.
Set-Point Controller
A naive set-point (SP) controller benchmark is considered, and its performance is compared to that of the forecast-based controller. Subject to state-of-charge and rate-of-charge constraints, in any interval it implements the following battery charging decisionĉ 1 :
Objective is to minimize peak power drawn from the grid Battery Grid are consistent with the performance of methods presented in [1] 3 , demonstrating that the implementations of the forecasting methods presented here provide performance consistent with the literature (as measured by MAPE), over a range of aggregation levels. Also shown, for reference, in Fig. 4 is the performance of an automated timeseries forecasting package [22] , although it has not been customized to minimize MAPE.
Figs. 5 to 8 show the performance of the SARMA and FFNN forecast models trained to minimize, and evaluated against, four different error metrics. The labeling of the forecast models is as follows: "MSE SARMA" indicates that a SARMA model was used, and that its parameters were selected to minimize MSE on the training dataset. The data presented in Figs. 5-8 show the performance of the resulting model on an unseen test dataset, as measured by the error metric on the y-axis of each plot, relative to the performance of the NP forecast measured by that metric. At all levels of aggregation the forecasts trained to minimize a given error metric on the training data, perform well as measured by that metric on the test data. Figs. 7 and 8 demonstrate that forecast models trained to minimize PFEM/PEMD (with a particular set of parameter values) will produce low errors using metrics with the same parameter values on an unseen test data-set. FFNN forecast models were used for the remainder of the study, given their better test performance as measured using the PFEM and PEMD metrics.
Note that Figs 5-8 do not show the superiority of any of the metrics considered over any of the others; they only show that for a given metric (e.g. a given parameterization of the PEMD or PFEM metric), forecasts trained to minimize that metric on historic training data, perform well according to that metric on unseen test data. This is important to establish before we attempt to customize the parameters of the PFEM/PEMD metrics to particular applications. Fig. 9 shows the performance of the MPC in reducing the peak load of a collection of customers (plotted as the peak reduction ratio, i.e. 1 − E bill / max(d t ), where E bill is the maximum power drawn from the grid over the billing period 4 , and max(d t ) is the maximum local demand over the same period), when provided forecasts from a FFNN model trained to minimize the error metrics shown in the legend. The objective of the controller is to minimize peak power demand (here measured as peak energy within a single interval), we plot the peak reduction ratio to allow us to compare results between different customers and across aggregation levels. The battery capacity is set at 5% of the average daily demand of the selected aggregation. Increasing battery capacities were considered and showed similar relative performance of the methods until peak reduction ratio began to saturate at the peak-to-average ratio of the demand aggregation. The PFEM and PEMD-minimizing forecasts (which were trained on a training data set) were evaluated with a simulation of the controller on an error metric parameter selection dataset, and that which performed best was chosen. The performance of this selected error metric (and its associated forecast model) was then evaluated on an unseen test dataset, and this is the performance shown in Fig. 9 . The division of training data for conventional and parametrized forecast error metrics is shown in Table 1 . The parameter values considered in the error-metric grid-search were chosen based on judgment; the number of values for each parameter had to be small, to keep the time required to train the forecast models manageable. Note that typical current practice is to arbitrarily assume that a conventional error-metric (such as mean-squared-error) is appropriate, hence consideration of even a small set of forecast error metric parameterizations is an improvement. The following observations can be made regarding Fig. 9 : • The naive set-point (SP) controller performs well for small aggregations of demand, where forecasts are least accurate, causing forecast-based methods to be less effective;
Application to Model Predictive Control
• A controller provided with a naive periodic (NP) forecast also performs well, despite those forecasts having larger errors according to conventional metrics (e.g. MSE and MAPE);
• A controller provided with a Best PFEM-minimizing forecast consistently out-performs that provided with an MSE-minimizing forecast (by 45% on average);
• Similarly, a controller provided with a Best PEMDminimizing forecast out-performs that provided with an MSE-minimizing forecast (by 38% on average);
• MAPE is a poor choice of forecast error metric for this application, especially at smaller demand aggregations, because it applies a heavier penalty to overforecasts (so minimizing it produces models which under-forecast).
For clarity only mean peak reduction ratios at each aggregation level are plotted in Fig. 9 . There is variation in the performance improvement offered between the 6 different random aggregations of customers (of each size) considered. A one-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test rejects a null hypothesis (that Best PFEM-minimizing forecasts do not improve peak reduction ratio compared to MSEminimizing forecasts) with a p-value of 0.0003. Table 2 shows the mean parameter values selected for the Best PFEM forecasts at different levels of demand aggregation. The PFEM parameter α is consistently greater than 1, suggesting under-forecasts should be more heavily penalized for the peak-reduction problem, as might be expected. This is consistent with the poor performance of controllers provided with MAPE-minimizing forecasts.
Conclusion
This paper has presented arguments for, and an empirical demonstration of, the benefits of customizing the error metric of forecast models to the control problem their forecasts will be used by. Using two new parametrized forecast error metrics; PFEM and PEMD, it has been shown that, using some of the available training data, one can select suitable parameters of a forecast error metric in order to produce more useful forecasts for a given on-line control problem.
This forecast error metric customization approach has been shown to offer a performance improvement compared to a MPC provided with a forecast from a model trained to minimize a conventional error metric. In the application considered, a controller attempts to minimize the peak power drawn by an aggregation of customers over a billing period. Appropriate selection of the PFEM parameters improved the peak-reduction achieved by a MPC by 45%, averaged over demand aggregation levels between 1 and 1000 households, compared to a MPC provided with a MSE-minimizing forecast.
Further Work
The concept of customizing forecast error metrics is generalizable to problems where a forecast is produced for a single on-line controller which can be accurately simulated, and it needs to be empirically evaluated against more problems to understand when and where it is most effective. Future work will extend the approach to consider RES supply forecasts, multi-variate forecasts, and probabilistic forecasts.
This work has not considered the impact of operating the energy storage system on the distribution network. A study considering this, and the impact on energy storage operation of being subjected to network constraints such as voltage magnitude, and capacity limits would be a useful extension of this work.
Appendix
Figs. 10 & 11 demonstrate the performance of the error-metric specific forecasts for a particular parameterization of PFEM and PEMD error-metrics, compared to forecasts which minimize a conventional (MSE) metric, when applied to the net demand of several homes in Australia which have roof-top PV systems [23] . It illustrates that the forecasts with customized error metrics still perform well for demand signals which are influenced by the presence of behind-the-meter generation, which will be an increasingly important part fo the generation mix moving forwards. 
